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One of the fastest growing scientific disciplines in
recent history is conservation biology. A response of
the scientific community to the massive
environmental changes taking place on Earth, its
goal is to enable society to anticipate, prevent, and
reduce ecological damage, and to generate the
scientific information from which effective
conservation strategies and policies can be designed
and implemented.In 1989, the Society for
Conservation Biology and Island Press produced
Research Priorities for Conservation Biology, a slim
volume that set forth the findings of experts who had
gathered to outline research needs for the near
future, and which served as a guidepost for the field
throughout the 1990s. In January 2000, leaders of
the Society for Conservation Biology convened a
similar group to reach consensus on where the field
now stands and to determine the major, compelling
research priorities for the next decade. Conservation
Biology: Research Priorities for the Next Decade
presents the results of that gathering.The book:
notes progress or changes in the state of global
biodiversity over the past decade and discusses
overarching themes that influence all areas of
conservation offers ten chapters by leading experts
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that summarize the status of knowledge in key areas
ranging from marine conservation to ecological
restoration to conservation medicine sets forth
research priorities for each area describes gaps in
current knowledge that are impeding the ability of
conservation practitioners to carry out their workA
final synthesis chapter brings together cross-cutting
themes that integrate the diverse topics within the
context of global biodiversity loss, and presents a
call to action for scientists and others working in the
field.Conservation Biology: Research Priorities for
the Next Decade represents an indispensable guide
to the research that is most urgently needed to
support effective conservation, and will be must
reading for anyone involved with the field of
conservation biology.
This volume contains the papers presented at the
9th Annual International Conference on Research in
Computational Molecular Biology (RECOMB 2005),
which was held in Cambridge, Massachusetts, on
May 14–18, 2005. The RECOMB conference series
was started in 1997 by Sorin Istrail, Pavel Pevzner
and Michael Waterman. The list of previous
meetings is shown below in the s- tion “Previous
RECOMB Meetings. ” RECOMB 2005 was hosted
by the Broad Institute of MIT and Harvard, and
Boston University’s Center for Advanced - nomic
Technology, and was excellently organized by the
Organizing Committee Co-chairs Jill Mesirov and
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Simon Kasif. This year, 217 papers were submitted,
of which the Program Committee - lected 39 for
presentation at the meeting and inclusion in this
proceedings. Each submission was refereed by at
least three members of the Program Committee.
After the completion of the referees’ reports, an
extensive Web-based discussion took place for
making decisions. From RECOMB 2005, the
Steering Committee decided to publish the
proceedings as a volume of Lecture Notes in Bioinfmatics (LNBI) for which the founders of RECOMB
are also the editors. The prominent volume number
LNBI 3500 was assigned to this proceedings. The
RECOMB conference series is closely associated
with the Journal of Compu- tional Biology which
traditionally publishes special issues devoted to
presenting full versions of selected conference
papers. The RECOMB Program Committee
consistedof42members,aslistedonaseparatepage.
Iwouldliketothank the RECOMB 2005 Program
Committee members for their dedication and hard
work.
In 1925, Lewis R Freeman became a correspondent
for the United States Navy Fleet, living and working
among them. Traveling all around the Pacific Ocean,
Freeman observed both the environment and his
fellow travelers. Separated into three sections,
Stories of the Ships is a collection of narratives
about this time in Freeman’s life, depicting firsthand
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experiences and retelling the accounts and tales of
the men that served in the Navy around this time.
The first section, titled, Stories of the Ships
introduces Freeman’s background as a
correspondent and discusses the temperament of
the sailors. This section also includes the tale of an
old ship that sailed through most of the seven
seas—the Cornwall. The next section, Life in the Fleet
chronicles Freeman’s day-to-day adventures,
explaining his routines, responsibilities, and
revealing his conversations with the crew members
and captains. With nine chapters, this section
contains the most stories and is the largest section
of the book. Finally, the last section before the
endnotes, America Arrives, examines the
relationship between America and other countries
such as France and Britain through the
conversations and attitudes of the sailors from those
other countries. Freeman recounts several
discussions where he was referred to being unlike
other Americans. With these three sections and the
endnotes, Stories of the Ships provides a thorough
account of the many years Lewis R. Freeman spent
as a correspondent. Through the depiction of real-life
conversations and experiences collected around the
globe, Stories of the Ships by Lewis R. Freeman is a
fascinating narrative that gives modern day
audiences an intimate and authentic perspective on
nautical life. With the focus on the United States
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Navy Fleet, Freeman provides privileged information
on the innerworkings of the U.S Navy during the 20th
century. This edition of Stories of the Ships by Lewis
R. Freeman features a striking new cover design and
is printed in a modern and readable font. With these
accommodations, Stories of the Ships is restored to
modern standards, while preserving the original
mastery of Lewis R. Freeman.
List of Contributors -- Index -- A -- B -- C -- D -- E -- F
-- G -- H -- I -- J -- K -- L -- M -- N -- O -- P -- Q -- R -S -- T -- U -- V -- W
Science, Medicine, and Animals explains the role
that animals play in biomedical research and the
ways in which scientists, governments, and citizens
have tried to balance the experimental use of
animals with a concern for all living creatures. An
accompanying Teacherâ€™s Guide is available to
help teachers of middle and high school students
use Science, Medicine, and Animals in the
classroom. As students examine the issues in
Science, Medicine, and Animals, they will gain a
greater understanding of the goals of biomedical
research and the real-world practice of the scientific
method in general. Science, Medicine, and Animals
and the Teacherâ€™s Guide were written by the
Institute for Laboratory Animal Research and
published by the National Research Council of the
National Academies. The report was reviewed by a
committee made up of experts and scholars with
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diverse perspectives, including members of the U.S.
Department of Agriculture, National Institutes of
Health, the Humane Society of the United States,
and the American Society for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Animals. The Teacherâ€™s Guide was
reviewed by members of the National Academiesâ€™
Teacher Associates Network. Science, Medicine,
and Animals is recommended by the National
Science Teacherâ€™s Association NSTA
Recommends.
Now more than ever, biology has the potential to
contribute practical solutions to many of the major
challenges confronting the United States and the
world. A New Biology for the 21st Century
recommends that a "New Biology" approach--one
that depends on greater integration within biology,
and closer collaboration with physical,
computational, and earth scientists, mathematicians
and engineers--be used to find solutions to four key
societal needs: sustainable food production,
ecosystem restoration, optimized biofuel production,
and improvement in human health. The approach
calls for a coordinated effort to leverage resources
across the federal, private, and academic sectors to
help meet challenges and improve the return on life
science research in general.
Biomedical advances have made it possible to
identify and manipulate features of living organisms
in useful ways--leading to improvements in public
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health, agriculture, and other areas. The
globalization of scientific and technical expertise also
means that many scientists and other individuals
around the world are generating breakthroughs in
the life sciences and related technologies. The risks
posed by bioterrorism and the proliferation of
biological weapons capabilities have increased
concern about how the rapid advances in genetic
engineering and biotechnology could enable the
production of biological weapons with unique and
unpredictable characteristics. Globalization,
Biosecurity, and the Future of Life Sciences
examines current trends and future objectives of
research in public health, life sciences, and
biomedical science that contain applications relevant
to developments in biological weapons 5 to 10 years
into the future and ways to anticipate, identify, and
mitigate these dangers.
The Principles of Biology sequence (BI 211, 212 and
213) introduces biology as a scientific discipline for
students planning to major in biology and other science
disciplines. Laboratories and classroom activities
introduce techniques used to study biological processes
and provide opportunities for students to develop their
ability to conduct research.
Advances in computer science and technology and in
biology over the last several years have opened up the
possibility for computing to help answer fundamental
questions in biology and for biology to help with new
approaches to computing. Making the most of the
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research opportunities at the interface of computing and
biology requires the active participation of people from
both fields. While past attempts have been made in this
direction, circumstances today appear to be much more
favorable for progress. To help take advantage of these
opportunities, this study was requested of the NRC by
the National Science Foundation, the Department of
Defense, the National Institutes of Health, and the
Department of Energy. The report provides the basis for
establishing cross-disciplinary collaboration between
biology and computing including an analysis of potential
impediments and strategies for overcoming them. The
report also presents a wealth of examples that should
encourage students in the biological sciences to look for
ways to enable them to be more effective users of
computing in their studies.
Selected as one of the Best "Sci-Tech" Books of 1988 by
Library Journal The essays in this volume represent
original work to celebrate the centenary of the American
Society of Zoologists. They illustrate the impressive
nature of historical scholarship that has subsequently
focused on the development of biology in the United
States.
Concepts of Biology is designed for the single-semester
introduction to biology course for non-science majors,
which for many students is their only college-level
science course. As such, this course represents an
important opportunity for students to develop the
necessary knowledge, tools, and skills to make informed
decisions as they continue with their lives. Rather than
being mired down with facts and vocabulary, the typical
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non-science major student needs information presented
in a way that is easy to read and understand. Even more
importantly, the content should be meaningful. Students
do much better when they understand why biology is
relevant to their everyday lives. For these reasons,
Concepts of Biology is grounded on an evolutionary
basis and includes exciting features that highlight
careers in the biological sciences and everyday
applications of the concepts at hand.We also strive to
show the interconnectedness of topics within this
extremely broad discipline. In order to meet the needs of
today's instructors and students, we maintain the overall
organization and coverage found in most syllabi for this
course. A strength of Concepts of Biology is that
instructors can customize the book, adapting it to the
approach that works best in their classroom. Concepts of
Biology also includes an innovative art program that
incorporates critical thinking and clicker questions to help
students understand--and apply--key concepts.
Biological sciences have been revolutionized, not only in
the way research is conducted -- with the introduction of
techniques such as recombinant DNA and digital
technology -- but also in how research findings are
communicated among professionals and to the public.
Yet, the undergraduate programs that train biology
researchers remain much the same as they were before
these fundamental changes came on the scene. This
new volume provides a blueprint for bringing
undergraduate biology education up to the speed of
todayâ€™s research fast track. It includes
recommendations for teaching the next generation of life
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science investigators, through: Building a strong
interdisciplinary curriculum that includes physical
science, information technology, and mathematics.
Eliminating the administrative and financial barriers to
cross-departmental collaboration. Evaluating the impact
of medical college admissions testing on undergraduate
biology education. Creating early opportunities for
independent research. Designing meaningful laboratory
experiences into the curriculum. The committee presents
a dozen brief case studies of exemplary programs at
leading institutions and lists many resources for biology
educators. This volume will be important to biology
faculty, administrators, practitioners, professional
societies, research and education funders, and the
biotechnology industry.
This report is the twelfth assessment of the National
Institutes of Health National Research Service Awards
program. The research training needs of the country in
basic biomedical, clinical, and behavioral and social
sciences are considered. Also included are the training
needs of oral health, nursing, and health services
research. The report has been broadly constructed to
take into account the rapidly evolving national and
international health care needs. The past and present
are analyzed, and predictions with regard to future needs
are presented.
Molecular Genetic Analysis is an advanced textbook to
teach the theory and practice of molecular genetic
analysis to senior undergraduates and graduates
studying genetics, molecular biology and cell biology.
This book uses a case study approach, with the yeast
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Saccharomyces as the model genetic organism, to
explain the theory and practice of molecular genetic
analysis. It provides enough information so readers will
be able to apply the approach to their own research
project.
Defines terms and concepts related to publishing, printing,
computer science, statistics, graphic arts, photography,
telecommunications, education, micrographics, and library
administration
Brain disorders, including neurological and neuropsychiatric
conditions, represent a challenge for public health systems
and society at large. The limited knowledge of their biology
hampers the development of diagnostic tools and effective
therapeutics. A clear understanding of the mechanisms that
underlie the onset and progression of brain disorders is
required in order to identify new avenues for therapeutic
intervention. Overlapping genetic risk factors across different
brain disorders suggest common linkages and
pathophysiological mechanisms that underlie brain disorders.
Methodological and technological advances are leading to
new insights that go beyond traditional hypotheses. Taking
account of underlying molecular, cellular and systems biology
underlying brain function will play an important role in the
classification of brain disorders in future. In this Research
Topic, the latest advances in our understanding of biological
mechanisms across different brain disorders are presented.
The areas covered include developments in neurogenetics,
epigenetics, plasticity, glial cell biology, neuroimmune
interactions and new technologies associated with the study
of brain function. Examples of how understanding of
biological mechanisms are translating into research strategies
that aim to advance diagnoses and treatment of brain
disorders are discussed.
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An introduction to the quantitative modeling of biological
processes, presenting modeling approaches, methodology,
practical algorithms, software tools, and examples of current
research. The quantitative modeling of biological processes
promises to expand biological research from a science of
observation and discovery to one of rigorous prediction and
quantitative analysis. The rapidly growing field of quantitative
biology seeks to use biology's emerging technological and
computational capabilities to model biological processes. This
textbook offers an introduction to the theory, methods, and
tools of quantitative biology. The book first introduces the
foundations of biological modeling, focusing on some of the
most widely used formalisms. It then presents essential
methodology for model-guided analyses of biological data,
covering such methods as network reconstruction, uncertainty
quantification, and experimental design; practical algorithms
and software packages for modeling biological systems; and
specific examples of current quantitative biology research and
related specialized methods. Most chapters offer problems,
progressing from simple to complex, that test the reader's
mastery of such key techniques as deterministic and
stochastic simulations and data analysis. Many chapters
include snippets of code that can be used to recreate
analyses and generate figures related to the text. Examples
are presented in the three popular computing languages:
Matlab, R, and Python. A variety of online resources
supplement the the text. The editors are long-time organizers
of the Annual q-bio Summer School, which was founded in
2007. Through the school, the editors have helped to train
more than 400 visiting students in Los Alamos, NM, Santa Fe,
NM, San Diego, CA, Albuquerque, NM, and Fort Collins, CO.
This book is inspired by the school's curricula, and most of
the contributors have participated in the school as students,
lecturers, or both. Contributors John H. Abel, Roberto
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Bertolusso, Daniela Besozzi, Michael L. Blinov, Clive G.
Bowsher, Fiona A. Chandra, Paolo Cazzaniga, Bryan C.
Daniels, Bernie J. Daigle, Jr., Maciej Dobrzynski, Jonathan P.
Doye, Brian Drawert, Sean Fancer, Gareth W. Fearnley, Dirk
Fey, Zachary Fox, Ramon Grima, Andreas Hellander, Stefan
Hellander, David Hofmann, Damian Hernandez, William S.
Hlavacek, Jianjun Huang, Tomasz Jetka, Dongya Jia, Mohit
Kumar Jolly, Boris N. Kholodenko, Markek Kimmel, Michal
Komorowski, Ganhui Lan, Heeseob Lee, Herbert Levine,
Leslie M Loew, Jason G. Lomnitz, Ard A. Louis, Grant Lythe,
Carmen Molina-París, Ion I. Moraru, Andrew Mugler, Brian
Munsky, Joe Natale, Ilya Nemenman, Karol Nienaltowski,
Marco S. Nobile, Maria Nowicka, Sarah Olson, Alan S.
Perelson, Linda R. Petzold, Sreenivasan Ponnambalam, Arya
Pourzanjani, Ruy M. Ribeiro, William Raymond, William
Raymond, Herbert M. Sauro, Michael A. Savageau, Abhyudai
Singh, James C. Schaff, Boris M. Slepchenko, Thomas R.
Sokolowski, Petr Šulc, Andrea Tangherloni, Pieter Rein ten
Wolde, Philipp Thomas, Karen Tkach Tuzman, Lev S.
Tsimring, Dan Vasilescu, Margaritis Voliotis, Lisa Weber
A far-reaching course in practical advanced statistics for
biologists using R/Bioconductor, data exploration, and
simulation.
Dictionary
Synthetic biology -- unlike any research discipline that
precedes it -- has the potential to bypass the less predictable
process of evolution to usher in a new and dynamic way of
working with living systems. Ultimately, synthetic biologists
hope to design and build engineered biological systems with
capabilities that do not exist in natural systems -- capabilities
that may ultimately be used for applications in manufacturing,
food production, and global health. Importantly, synthetic
biology represents an area of science and engineering that
raises technical, ethical, regulatory, security, biosafety,
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intellectual property, and other issues that will be resolved
differently in different parts of the world. As a better
understanding of the global synthetic biology landscape could
lead to tremendous benefits, six academies -- the United
Kingdom's Royal Society and Royal Academy of Engineering,
the United States' National Academy of Sciences and
National Academy of Engineering, and the Chinese Academy
of Science and Chinese Academy of Engineering -- organized
a series of international symposia on the scientific, technical,
and policy issues associated with synthetic biology.
Positioning Synthetic Biology to Meet the Challenges of the
21st Century summarizes the symposia proceedings.
The exponentially increasing amounts of biological data along
with comparable advances in computing power are making
possible the construction of quantitative, predictive biological
systems models. This development could revolutionize those
biology-based fields of science. To assist this transformation,
the U.S. Department of Energy asked the National Research
Council to recommend mathematical research activities to
enable more effective use of the large amounts of existing
genomic information and the structural and functional
genomic information being created. The resulting study is a
broad, scientifically based view of the opportunities lying at
the mathematical science and biology interface. The book
provides a review of past successes, an examination of
opportunities at the various levels of biological systemsâ€"
from molecules to ecosystemsâ€"an analysis of cross-cutting
themes, and a set of recommendations to advance the
mathematics-biology connection that are applicable to all
agencies funding research in this area.

This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of
the First International on Bioinformatics and
Computational Biology, BICoB 2007, held in New
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Orleans, LA, USA, in April 2007. The 30 revised full
papers presented together with 10 invited lectures
were carefully reviewed and selected from 72 initial
submissions. The papers address current research
in the area of bioinformatics and computational
biology fostering the advancement of computing
techniques and their application to life sciences in
topics such as genome analysis sequence analysis,
phylogenetics, structural bioinformatics, analysis of
high-throughput biological data, genetics and
population analysis, as well as systems biology.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of
the 16th Annual International Conference on
Research in Computational Molecular Biology,
RECOMB 2012, held in Barcelona, Spain, in April
2012. The 31 revised full papers presented together
with 5 keynote lectures were carefully reviewed and
selected from 200 submissions. The papers feature
current research in all areas of computational
molecular biology, including: molecular sequence
analysis; recognition of genes and regulatory
elements; molecular evolution; protein structure;
structural genomics; analysis of gene expression;
biological networks; sequencing and genotyping
technologies; drug design; probabilistic and
combinatorial algorithms; systems biology;
computational proteomics; structural and functional
genomics; information systems for computational
biology and imaging.
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Faster progress in plant biology research could
benefit agriculture, the environment, medicine, and
our understanding of basic biological processes.
This book clearly and directly describes the
impediments to greater achievements in plant
science and suggests solutions. It presents an
innovative plan that would create a comprehensive
federal system of management and financial support
for plant biology research and training.
Quantitative Research in Human Biology and
Medicine reflects the author's past activities and
experiences in the field of medical statistics. The
book presents statistical material from a variety of
medical fields. The text contains chapters that deal
with different aspects of vital statistics. It provides
statistical surveys of perinatal mortality rate;
epidemiology of various diseases, like cancer,
tuberculosis, malaria, diphtheria, and scarlatina; and
discussions of various aspects of human biology
such as growth and development, genetics, and
nutrition. The inheritance of mental qualities; the law
governing multiple births; and historical demography
are covered as well. Medical statisticians and
physicians will find the book interesting.
Reef fish spawning aggregations, ranging from small
groups to many tens of thousands of individuals, are
spectacular but poorly known natural phenomena
whereby fish assemble at specific times and
locations to spawn. For some species these large
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groups may be the only form of reproduction, the
high fish numbers briefly giving a false impression of
stability and abundance—an ‘illusion of plenty’. They
are often a focus for intensive seasonal fishing
because of their predictability and because many
important commercial fishes form them. Highly
vulnerable to overexploitation, many aggregations
and their associated fisheries, have disappeared or
are in decline. Few are effectively managed or
incorporated into protected areas. Aggregations are
not well understood by fishery scientists, managers
and conservationists and their significance little
appreciated by fishers or the wider public. To ensure
their persistence to replenish important fisheries in
coral ecosystems, maintain their ecosystem function
and continue to delight divers, a significant change in
perspective is needed to foster protection and
management. This book provides comprehensive
and practical coverage of the biology, study and
management of reef fish aggregations, exploring
their how, when, where, and why. It explores ways to
better protect, study, manage and conserve them,
while identifying key data gaps and questions. The
text is extensively illustrated with many unique,
never before published, photographs and graphics.
Case studies on over 20 interesting and important
fishes are included, outlining their biology and
fisheries and highlighting major concerns and
challenges.
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Biology has entered an era in which interdisciplinary
cooperation is at an all-time high, practical
applications follow basic discoveries more quickly
than ever before, and new
technologies--recombinant DNA, scanning tunneling
microscopes, and more--are revolutionizing the way
science is conducted. The potential for scientific
breakthroughs with significant implications for
society has never been greater. Opportunities in
Biology reports on the state of the new biology,
taking a detailed look at the disciplines of biology;
examining the advances made in medicine,
agriculture, and other fields; and pointing out
promising research opportunities. Authored by an
expert panel representing a variety of viewpoints,
this volume also offers recommendations on how to
meet the infrastructure needs--for funding, effective
information systems, and other support--of future
biology research. Exploring what has been
accomplished and what is on the horizon,
Opportunities in Biology is an indispensable
resource for students, teachers, and researchers in
all subdisciplines of biology as well as for research
administrators and those in funding agencies.
This book is about doing field research - the
obstacles that are faced and the strategies used.
Scientists have long desired to create synthetic systems
that function with the precision and efficiency of
biological systems. Using new techniques, researchers
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are now uncovering principles that could allow the
creation of synthetic materials that can perform tasks as
precise as biological systems. To assess the current
work and future promise of the biology-materials science
intersection, the Department of Energy and the National
Science Foundation asked the NRC to identify the most
compelling questions and opportunities at this interface,
suggest strategies to address them, and consider
connections with national priorities such as healthcare
and economic growth. This book presents a discussion
of principles governing biomaterial design, a description
of advanced materials for selected functions such as
energy and national security, an assessment of
biomolecular materials research tools, and an
examination of infrastructure and resources for bridging
biological and materials science.
NOTE: This edition features the same content as the
traditional text in a convenient, three-hole-punched,
loose-leaf version. Books a la Carte also offer a great
value; this format costs significantly less than a new
textbook. Before purchasing, check with your instructor
or review your course syllabus to ensure that you select
the correct ISBN. Several versions of Pearson's MyLab
& Mastering products exist for each title, including
customized versions for individual schools, and
registrations are not transferable. In addition, you may
need a CourseID, provided by your instructor, to register
for and use Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products.
NOTE: You are purchasing a standalone product;
MyWritingLab(tm) does not come packaged with this
content. If you would like to purchase both the physical
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text and MyWritingLab, search for: 0134175689 /
9780134175683 A Short Guide to Writing About Biology,
Books a la Carte Edition Plus MyWritingLab - Access
Card Package Package consists of: 0134008316 /
9780134008318 A Short Guide to Writing About Biology,
Books a la Carte Edition 0205869203 / 9780205869206
MyWritingLab Generic without Pearson eText - Access
Card MyWritingLab should only be purchased when
required by an instructor. For courses in Writing Across
the Curriculum or Writing About Biology. Developing the
tools to effectively write about biology Teaching biology
and strong writing skills simultaneously is a challenge,
especially when students exhibit a range of abilities. The
Ninth Edition of A Short Guide to Writing about Biology
provides tools to strengthen student writing and reinforce
critical thinking. Written by a prominent biologist, this
best-selling guide teaches students to express ideas
clearly and concisely. It emphasizes writing as a way of
examining, evaluating, and refining ideas: students learn
to read critically, study, evaluate and report data, and
communicate with clarity. Using a narrative style, the text
is its own example of good analytical writing. In this new
edition, students learn how to avoid plagiarism (Ch 1 and
3), read and interpret data (Ch 3, 4 and 9), prepare
effective Materials and Methods sections in research
reports and more (Ch 9), and prepare manuscripts for
submission (Ch 9). The text also provides advice on
locating useful sources (Ch 2), maintaining laboratory
and field notebooks (Ch 9), communicating with different
audiences (Ch 6 and 10), and crafting research
proposals (Ch 10), poster presentations (Ch 11), and
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letters of application (Ch 12). Also available with
MyWritingLab(tm) This title is also available with
MyWritingLab -- an online homework, tutorial, and
assessment program that provides engaging
experiences for teaching and learning. Flexible and
easily customizable, MyWritingLab helps improve
students' writing through context-based learning.
Whether through self-study or instructor-led learning,
MyWritingLab supports and complements course work.
An Internal Affairs detective pursues the vigilante cops
who murdered his brother. Will he choose a love that
cannot be consummated? Or will he choose guilt,
vengeance and his own brand of vigilante justice?
During the last decade, national and international
scientific organizations have become increasingly
engaged in considering how to respond to the biosecurity
implications of developments in the life sciences and in
assessing trends in science and technology (S&T)
relevant to biological and chemical weapons
nonproliferation. The latest example is an international
workshop, Trends in Science and Technology Relevant
to the Biological Weapons Convention, held October 31 November 3, 2010 at the Institute of Biophysics of the
Chinese Academy of Sciences in Beijing. Life Sciences
and Related Fields summarizes the workshop, plenary,
and breakout discussion sessions held during this
convention. Given the immense diversity of current
research and development, the report is only able to
provide an overview of the areas of science and
technology the committee believes are potentially
relevant to the future of the Biological and Toxic
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Weapons Convention (BWC), although there is an effort
to identify areas that seemed particularly ripe for further
exploration and analysis. The report offers findings and
conclusions organized around three fundamental and
frequently cited trends in S&T that affect the scope and
operation of the convention: The rapid pace of change in
the life sciences and related fields; The increasing
diffusion of life sciences research capacity and its
applications, both internationally and beyond traditional
research institutions; and The extent to which additional
scientific and technical disciplines beyond biology are
increasingly involved in life sciences research. The
report does not make recommendations about policy
options to respond to the implications of the identified
trends. The choice of such responses rests with the 164
States Parties to the Convention, who must take into
account multiple factors beyond the project's focus on
the state of the science.
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